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Authorized to Heal: Gender, Class, and the Transformation of Medicin

Appalachia, 1880-1930. By Sandra Lee Barney. (Chapel Hill and Lo

University of North Carolina Press, c. 2000. Pp. xvi, 222. Paper, $17

ISBN 0-8078-4834-4; cloth, $39.95, ISBN 0-8078-2522-0.)

Sandra Lee Barney covers a remarkable amount of ground in her imp
new work. Incorporating historiographic traditions associated with the
of medicine and public health, Progressive-era studies of reform, gend
maternalism, and Appalachian history, Barney illuminates a series of
gender, and professionally based tensions that accompanied the trium

scientific medicine and emergent hegemony of physicians in C

Appalachia. These tensions characterized relationships between workin
women and their middle-class neighbors, rivalries between physicians a
midwives/healers, contact between female practitioners and reformclub women, and competition between nurses and reformers who estab
public health services and physicians who dominated local medical soc
Clearly, Barney's Appalachia is more complex than the stereotypical h
inhabited by singularly ignorant and provincial mountaineers.

Focusing on the decades between 1880 and 1930, in her early ch
Barney establishes the economic and cultural contexts in which c

Appalachian counties first attracted formally trained physicians and ch
the process through which physicians constructed a professional identi

heart of the book provides an analysis of the region's women's clu

settlement schools and demonstrates that club women's effective educational

and preventive programs convinced working- and middle-class residentsespecially childbearing women-that they should seek the care of a medical
doctor whenever possible.
An especially compelling fifth chapter examines physicians' rejection of
public health campaigns sponsored by governments or philanthropic organizations and argues that women's advocacy of maternalist public health programs waned significantly by the end of the 1920s. Again, Barney's analysis
acknowledges the complexity of a society often presented as monolithic. For
example, reform-minded Appalachian women did not simply lose their fight
with physicians seeking to control or dismantle state and privately funded
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Mexican Coal Mining Labor in Texas and Coahuila, 1880-1930. By Ro

R. Calderon. Rio Grande/Rio Bravo: Borderlands Culture and Traditio
No. 2. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2000. Pp. [xx], 2

$39.95, ISBN 0-89096-884-5.)

Roberto R. Calder6n traces the history of coal mining on both sides o
Texas-Mexico border, where Mexican labor predominated during the er
handloading and before coal lost its place to oil. In separate chapters an
enormous detail he delineates developments regarding geology, owners

marketing, technology, demography, and unionization at each of se

mines in two Texas mining regions (for bituminous and lignite coal) an

Coahuila, Mexico. The book relies heavily on published sources, incl

company records, government reports, and newspapers.

In both countries, coal production took off as a response to the
of railroads for fuel. Local ownership of small-scale mines gave w
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